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Abstract. Most previous Sentiment Analysis (SA) work has focused on
English with considerable success. In this work, we focus on studying
SA in Arabic, as a less-resourced language. SA in Arabic has been pre-
viously addressed in the literature, but has targeted text genres of more
formal/edited domains (e.g. news-wire) and domains containing longer
text instances, i.e. with more contextual information (e.g. reviews). That
is, less work has focused on SA in Arabic for a noisy and short-length
text genre, like micro-blogs. In addition, the time-changing nature of
streaming data (e.g. the Twitter stream) has not been considered in pre-
vious work, as SA systems were mainly developed and evaluated on small
test-sets that are sub-sets of the original data-set used for training.

This work reports on a wide set of investigations for SA in Arabic
tweets, systematically comparing two existing approaches that have been
shown to be successful in English. Unlike previous work, we benchmark
the trained models against an independent test-set of >3.5k instances
collected at different points in time to account for topic-shifts issues in
the Twitter stream. Despite the challenging noisy medium of Twitter
and the mixed use of Dialectal and Standard forms of Arabic, we show
that our SA systems are able to attain performance scores on Arabic
tweets that are comparable to the state-of-the-art SA systems for Eng-
lish tweets.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis · Machine learning · Arabic NLP ·
Twitter

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, there has been a growing interest in collecting, processing
and analysing user-generated text from social media. As a sub-task of Affec-
tive Computing, Sentiment Analysis (SA) provides the means to mine the web
automatically and summarise vast amounts of user-generated text into the sen-
timents they convey. The growth of research in automatic analysis of people’s
attitudes and sentiments has coincided with the increasing popularity of social
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media [22]. This is where the research area of SA plays a major role in capturing
and analysing the subjective content from text produced by the general public
on social media.

SA research on micro-blogging platforms (e.g. Twitter) is not only motivated
by the vast amount of freely available data to crawl [30], but also by their
popularity. The selection of Twitter and other sources of big data is motivated by
the growing interest in studying content of social networks due to their influence
both at social and individual levels [11]. In this context, research has pointed
out the significance of Twitter in particular as a valuable resource with regard
to the recent unstable political and social circumstances in the Middle East [37].

This work reports on a wide set of investigations for SA in Arabic tweets,
systematically comparing two existing approaches that have been shown success-
ful in English. Specifically, we report experiments evaluating fully-supervised-
based (SL) and distant-supervision-based (DS) approaches for SA. The investi-
gations cover training SA models on manually-labelled (i.e. in SL methods) and
automatically-labelled (i.e. in DS methods) data-sets. Unlike previous work, we
benchmark the trained models against an independent test-set of >3.5k instances
collected at different points in time to account for topic-shifts issues in the Twit-
ter stream. Despite the challenging noisy medium of Twitter and the mixed use
of Dialectal and Standard forms of Arabic, we show that our SA systems are
able to attain performance scores on Arabic tweets that are comparable to the
state-of-the-art SA systems for English tweets.

The work also investigates the role of a wide set of features, including syn-
tactic, semantic, morphological, language-style and Twitter-specific features. We
introduce a set of affective-cues/social-signals features that capture information
about the presence of contextual cues (e.g. prayers, laughter, etc.) to correlate
them with the sentiment conveyed in an instance. Our investigations reveal a gen-
erally positive impact for utilising these features for SA in Arabic. Specifically,
we show that a rich set of morphological features, which has not been previously
used, extracted using a publicly-available morphological analyser for Arabic can
significantly improve the performance of SA classifiers. We also demonstrate the
usefulness of language-independent features (e.g. Twitter-specific) for SA. Our
feature-sets outperform results reported in previous work on a previously built
data-set.

2 Background

The growth of research in automatic analysis of people’ s attitudes and sen-
timents has coincided with the increasing popularity of social media [22]. The
ability to classify sentiments is important to understand attitudes, opinions,
evaluations and emotions communicated among users across the world about
current issues - answering the question of ‘what is going on’.

SA has been an active research area recently with a major focus on
English, as a well-resourced languages. The most prominent effort for SA on
English tweets has been made by a series of well-known international competi-
tion, namely SemEval. Between 2013 and 2016, four editions of this competition
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have been successfully launched [25,33,34]. SemEval includes a number of sub-
tasks, e.g. determining overall polarity. Our work is closely related to sub-task
B, which aims to classify a given tweet instance into positive, negative or neutral
(from its author’s perspective). For this task, a benchmark data-set of nearly 10k
tweets is created and manually annotated for positive, negative and neutral. The
test-sets used were collected at different points in time than that of the training
data, allowing for different topics to be covered in training and test data [33].
Results reported in this task ranged between 0.248–0.648 F-score on English
tweets. It is interesting to mention that SemEval-2017 will include Arabic for
the first time in the task of determining the overall polarity of a tweet.

As for SA in Arabic, less effort has been reflected in the literature. A major
cause for this is the limited availability of SA-related resources, including anno-
tated data-sets and subjectivity lexica. The limited availability of such resources
can be partially attributed to the complexity of Arabic, as a morphologically-rich
language. In addition, Arabic has two major language varieties: Modern Stan-
dard Arabic (MSA) and Dialectal Arabic (DA), which differs significantly [17].
The formal variety of the language, namely MSA, has been the subject of con-
siderable efforts in developing NLP tools spanning various aspects. In contrast,
NLP research on DA has only recently flourished to cope with the increasing
prevalence of DAs on the web.

Most previous SA work on Arabic has targeted longer and more formal text
instances like newswire, reviews and forums with accuracy rates of up to 95%
[1,3]. Few recent attempts have addressed the problem of SA in social media
platforms like Twitter (Table 1). However, studies on SA of Arabic tweets suffer
from a number of shortcomings. For instance, some studies have only targeted
a particular dialect, as in [20]. Others have considered only word-based n-gram
features, e.g. [5] or use small sizes of data-sets (up to 3k tweets). In this work,
we further expand previous work for SA on Arabic tweets by investigating the
impact of: (1) expanded and more variant feature-sets, and (2) experimenting
on larger and multi-dialectal training data. In addition, we test our models on

Table 1. Prominent previous work on SA for Arabic.

Paper Data (size) ML scheme Results

Abdul-Mageed et al. [4] Newswire (2.8k

sentences)

SVM 95.52% acc.

Farra et al. [15] Reviews (44 instances) SVM 89.3% acc.

Abdul-Mageed et al. [3] Tweets (3k instances) SVM (held-out) 65.87% acc. and

61.83% F-score

Abbasi et al. [1] Forums (1k instances) SVM (CV) 93.60% acc.

Mourad and Darwish [23] Tweets (<2k instances) SVM and NB (CV) 71.9% acc. and 70.35%

F-score

Duwairi et al. [12] Tweets (1k Jordanian

and MSA)

NB (CV) 76.78% acc.

Nabil et al. [24] Tweets (10k Egyptian) SVM (held-out) 69.10% acc. and

62.60% F-score
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an independent test-set, collected at different points in time to explore the per-
formance of our models for a dynamic medium like Twitter. In contrast, Mourad
and Darwish [23] and Duwairi et al. [12] only use Cross-Validation (CV) to eval-
uate their classifiers, while Abdul-Mageed et al. [3] and Nabil et al. [24] use a
held-out test-set, which is a sub-set of the original data set used for training.
This can be less effective for real-world applications wherein the task is to use
trained models for classifying a sample of Twitter feeds over a period of time.

3 Data Collection and Annotation

The Twitter API1 allows Twitter data to be retrieved by external developers
using some search criteria (i.e. keywords, user-names, locations, etc.). Following
previous work [16], we search the Twitter API with a pre-prepared list of queries
(see Table 2). For instance, in SemEval-2015 developers collected tweets that
express sentiment about popular topics. Note that for training a classifier, query
terms are replaced by place-holders to avoid bias.

AccessingTwitterAPI is rate limited (180 queries in a 15 minperiod), and sowe
set a delay/waiting time between requests of 2–3 min, as suggested by Go et al. [16].
Similar to the work of Purver and Battersby [30] and to avoid bias (i.e. weekends
or active users), we collect data at random times of the day and on different days
of week. In addition, we calculate the distribution of the number of tweets from
individual users (using the unique IDs of authors). The recorded rate we observe
in our data-sets is between 1.76 to 2.59 tweets per user showing no skew towards a
group of users. To restrict the retrieved tweets to Arabic only, we set the language
parameter of the API to lang:ar.

For training, we collected two data-sets: the gold-standard manually-
annotated data-set and the distant-supervised automatically-labelled data-set.

3.1 Gold-Standard Manually Annotated Data-Set (GS)

This data-set contains a set of 9k tweets randomly sampled out of 57k tweets
collected between January 2013 and February 2014. The 9k tweets were manu-
ally annotated by two native speakers of Arabic, using the guidelines displayed

Table 2. Examples of query-terms used for collecting the Arabic Twitter Corpus.

Products/brands iPhone, channel

Social and religious Issues Divorce, education, early/child marriage, Sheia

Public figures Obama, Mandilla, Khamenei, Erdogan

Sport Chelsea, Al-Ahli FC

Internet and technology YouTube, Instagram, Google

Controversial topics Isis

1 https://dev.twitter.com/.

https://dev.twitter.com/
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Table 3. Sentiment labelling criteria for Arabic Twitter Corpus

in Table 3. Table 5 shows the sentiment distribution of the resultant GS data-set.
In order to measure the reliability of the annotations, we conducted an inter-
annotator agreement study on the annotated tweets. We use Cohen’s Kappa
metric [9], which measures the degree of agreement among the assigned labels,
correcting for agreement by chance. The resulting weighted Kappa reached
κ = 0.786, which indicates reliable annotations.

What Happens with the Examples Where Both Annotators Disagree?
A third annotator is employed to decide the selection of the final annotation,
if the 3rd annotator disagrees with both annotators, the tweet will be assigned
uncertain label. Data instances in this category are also excluded from the data-
set [7].2 This procedure is important for the quality of the gold-standard data-set.
As provision of annotated data is a goal of this work, the GS data-set has already
been made freely available to the research community via an ELRA repository
and at the time of writing this work, the data-set has been accessed more than
162 times and downloaded more than 110 times [31].3

3.2 Distant-Supervised (DS) Automatically-Annotated Data-Set

Two DS-based data-sets were created using two popular conventional markers of
Twitter, i.e. emoticons and hashtags, to collect and automatically label Twitter
instances as positive or negative.
2 The 9k tweets in this data-set represent the final number after all tweets labelled

as uncertain were excluded. A total of 3,106 tweets were excluded from the Gold-
Standard data-sets.

3 Further information about how to access/download the corpus can be found at:
goo.gl/qNLIZ2.

http://goo.gl/qNLIZ2
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Table 4. Emoticons and hashtags used to automatically label the DS-based training
data-sets.

Table 5. Sentiment label distribution of the training data-sets: gold standard manually
annotated and distant supervision data-sets.

Data-set Neutral Polara Positive Negative Mixed Total

Gold standard (GS) 4,854 4,327 1,346 2,408 573 9,181

Emoticon-based (Emo) 55,076 1,118,356 660,393 457,963 - 1,173,432

Hashtag-based (Hash) 55,076 130,160 59,990 70,170 - 185,236
aPolar = positive + negative + mixed

Following [8,16,30], we use a set of emoticons with pre-defined polarity and
sentiment-bearing-hashtags (Table 4) to automatically label DS training sets.
Conventional markers are merely used to assign the sentiment labels and removed
from tweets to avoid any bias, following Go et al. [16].

The number of tweets collected varied in accordance with the popularity
of conventional markers (i.e. emoticons and hashtags) that we used to query
Twitter. That is, although Emo and Hash data-sets were collected over the same
period of time, the total number of tweets retrieved using emoticons is 1,511,621
tweets, while the number of tweets collected using hashtag queries is 926,640
tweets. A similar behaviour was also observed by Purver and Battersby [30]
on English tweets. Furthermore, we observe that removing duplicated instances
from the emoticon-based and hashtag-based data-sets reveals a very high rate of
noisy/repeated tweets in the hashtag-based data-set, resulting in reducing the
hashtag-based data-set from 926,640 to 130,160 instances (see Table 5). To illus-
trate, the discarded content represents 85.9% of the originally collected hashtag-
based data-set, as compared to 24.1% of the emoticon-based data-set. A closer
look at a random sample of the Hash data-set reveals an extensive use of popular
hashtags, e.g. happy, to post advertising content to a wider audience.

Test Data-Set. In order to compare SA systems trained on different training
sets, we use an independent test-set to evaluate their performance. That is, con-
sidering the evolving nature of the Twitter stream [13], we built a test-set that is
a collection of random samples retrieved over different periods of time (Table 6).
In addition, the size of the data-set (as shown in the Table 6) is comparable to
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that created and used in SemEval on English tweets (sizes for Twitter test-sets
are 4,435 tweets in 2013 and 2,473 tweets in 2014). Previous studies on Arabic
tweets, in contrast, have considered test-sets that are subsets of the original data-
set (e.g. [3]) or used cross-validation (e.g. [23]). Both settings are problematic for
Twitter due to its evolving nature and topic-shift issues that are likely to influence
the predictive ability of a trained model over different points in time.

The test-set is manually annotated by two native speakers of Arabic, follow-
ing the criteria presented in Table 3 (p. 5). The inter-annotator score for the
test-set is at κ = 0.69. Our test-set is designed to provide a common ground
to build and evaluate SA systems, as it (1) is built with a coverage that spans
an extended period of time (see Table 6); (2) contains less bias to active users
(observed distribution of the number of tweets from individual users is 1.16
tweet per user); (3) is annotated with a rich set of morphological, semantic, and
stylistic features; and more importantly, (4) is publicly available.4

The class distribution in the test-set indicates the negative class as the major-
ity class. This is in line with our previous manual annotations of the gold-
standard training data. Following SemEval [33,34], the instances were randomly
selected for manual annotation, which is likely to obtain a representative sample
of the Twitter stream [8].

Table 6. Sentiment label distribution of the test data-set.

Data-set Collection time Neutral Polar Positive Negative Total

Test-sample1 Spring 2013 324 377 69 308 701

Test-sample2 Autumn 2013 480 621 285 336 1,101

Test-sample3 Winter 2014 333 518 169 349 851

Test-sample4 Summer 2014 218 667 208 459 885

Total - 1,355 2,183 731 1,452 3,538

3.3 Data Pre-processing

We adapt pre-processing techniques to tackle informality and alleviate the noise
typically encountered in social media. We use pre-processing techniques that
have been previously employed and shown to be useful for improving perfor-
mances of SA systems [16,23,32,34]. In particular, the extracted data is cleaned
up in a computationally-motivated (i.e. reducing feature space) pre-processing
step by:

– Normalising conventional symbols of Twitter: this involves detecting
entities like: #hash-tags, @user-names, re-tweet (RT), and URLs; and replac-
ing them with place-holders.

4 http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/∼eaar1/Eshrag%20Refaee/myResearch1.html.

http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/~eaar1/Eshrag%20Refaee/myResearch1.html
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– Normalising exchangeable Arabic letters: mapping letters with various
forms (i.e. alef and yaa) to their representative character.

– Eliminating non-Arabic characters.
– Removing punctuation and normalising digits.
– Removing stop words: this involves eliminating some frequent word tokens

that are less likely to have a role in class prediction (e.g. prepositions).
– Reducing emphasised words/expressive lengthening: this involves

normalising word-lengthening effects. In particular, a word that has a let-
ter repeated subsequently more than two times will be reduced to two (e.g.
sadddd is reduced to sadd).

Other text pre-processing steps involve:

Text Segmentation: This step is performed to separate tokens based on spaces
and punctuation marks. For this, we use the publicly available tokeniser called
TOKAN integrated into MADAMIRA [28].

Text Stemming: This is one step further in text pre-processing that aims to alle-
viate the high dimensionality of the text data by using reduced forms of words
(e.g. stems). Abdul-Mageed et al. [3] argue about the importance of employing
such a technique, in particular, when dealing with a morphologically rich and
highly derivative language like Arabic, as the problem of high dimensionality
becomes more pronounced. In this context, Abdul-Mageed [2] highlights the sig-
nificance of this text pre-processing step and argues that SA on Arabic can be
problematic without using the compressed forms of words, as it will result in
the sentiment classifiers being exposed to a large number of previously unseen
features (words), although they might be present in training and testing but in
different forms. For instance, the words:

and+with+her+brilliance, and+with+his+brilliance,
with+his+brilliance and with+her+brilliance can be reduced to the stem

meaning brilliantly/brightly.

In sum, stemming has shown to be beneficial for SA on Arabic newswire,
reviews and social media posts [4–6].

4 Features Extraction

This section presents a number of feature-sets that we extract and employ to
examine their utility for SA on Arabic tweets (Table 7). The categorisation and
design of feature-sets is inspired by the work of Abbasi et al. [1].

Word-Token-Based Features: This set involves word-stem unigrams and bigrams,
as they were found to perform better than other combinations of n-grams in our
preliminary experiment.
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Table 7. Summary of feature-sets used.

Feature-set Features Feature type

Syntactic Word-stem n-grams String

Morphological Aspect String

Gender String

Mood String

Number String

Person String

POS:word String

State String

Voice String

Diacritics String

Has-morph-analysis Binary

Semantic Has-positive-lex Binary

Positive-lex-count Numerical

Has-negative-lex. Binary

Negative-lex-count Numerical

Has-neutral-lex. Binary

Neutral-lex-count Numerical

Has-negator Binary

Affective-cues Has-consent Binary

Has-dazzle Binary

Has-laughs Binary

Has-regret Binary

Has-prayer Binary

Has-sigh Binary

Language-style Tweet-length (char) Numerical

Word-length (char) Numerical

Word-offset (char) Numerical

Has-exclamation-mark Binary

Exclamation-mark-count Numerical

Has-question-mark Binary

Question-mark-count Numerical

Has-dots Binary

Dots-count Numerical

Has-lengthening Binary

Has-positive-emoticon Binary

Has-negative-emoticon Binary

MSA-or-DA Binary

Degree of dialectness Numerical

Twitter-specific is-Favourite Binary

Favourite-count Numerical

is-Retweet Binary

Retweet-count Numerical

Has-hashtag Binary

Has-URL Binary

Has-user-name Binary

Morphological Features: The use of this feature-set is motivated by the rich mor-
phology of Arabic, thus aiming to exploit this aspect by extracting a rich set of mor-
phological features. For that, we employ a state-of-the-art morphological analyser
for Arabic, namely MADAMIRA [28]. MADAMIRA on a gold annotated blind test
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data by Pasha et al. [28] has achieved an accuracy of up to 95.9% for POS tagging
and 84.1% for word-level morphological analysis on MSA.

Semantic Features: This feature-set includes a number of binary and numeric
features that check the presence and number of occurrences of sentiment-bearing
words in each given tweet (Table 7). To extract this feature-set, we utilise a
combined sentiment lexicon. Our merged sentiment lexicon exhibits a reason-
able degree of coverage/variation as ArabSenti and the Arabic translation of
MPQA represent more formal language (both are in Standard Arabic), while
our in-house Twitter-based lexicon5 includes informal and dialectal entries, con-
tributing words like:

go to hell and bully.

Affective-Cues/Social-Signals: This feature-set comprises six binary features,
indicating whether a tweet has any of these social signals: consent, dazzle, laughs,
regret, prayer, and sigh. To obtain these features, we use six manually created
dictionaries.6 To avoid bias, the extracted dictionaries are based on an inde-
pendent data-set that does not overlap with any of our data-sets. The use of
this feature-set is motivated by the idea of finding a set of simple features that
can correlate to users’ culture and, at the same time, can be used as a means of
conveying sentiments. For instance, Ptaszynski et al. [29] employ a manually col-
lected lexicon of emotive expression, i.e. culturally-specific Japanese emotional
expressions, and note that these features are useful for SA on Japanese blogs.

Twitter-Specific Features: This set utilises seven features characterising the way
Twitter is being used (Table 7). Twitter can be used in various ways: for informa-
tion sharing (via inclusion of URLs and hashtags) and/or for social networking
(via inclusion of user-mentions and re-tweets), as such uses vary across languages
[18]. For instance, Hong et al. [18] investigated behaviour differences among users
of different languages and observed that communities like Korean and Indone-
sian tend to exhibit more for social networking, whereas English and German
users tend to use Twitter more for information sharing. We are not aware of a
similar study on Arabic. Thus, we explored one of our own data-sets comprising
1.2M Arabic tweets and observed a higher tendency for social networking (e.g.
up to 36.80% of tweets included user-mentions), while only an average of 16.64%
of tweets included hashtags/URLs, i.e. less use of tweets for information sharing.

Language Style Features: This set involves a number of features that characterise
the language typically used in social media, including:

(A) Stylistic features: This set of features is also referred to as language inde-
pendent. It captures information about the informal language used in social
media and may convey sentiment. That is, stylistic features aim to unveil

5 The lexicon is freely available at: goo.gl/qNLIZ2.
6 The lists are freely available at: goo.gl/qNLIZ2.

http://goo.gl/qNLIZ2
http://goo.gl/qNLIZ2
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latent patterns that can improve classification performance of sentiments
[1]. This set comprises features checking for stylistic variation, i.e. presence
of: emoticons, expressive lengthening (e.g. sadddd).

(B) MSA-or-DA feature: This is a binary feature to investigate the usefulness
of employing an explicit feature that identifies the language variety of a
tweet instance (MSA or DA). To automatically extract this feature, we use
AIDA [14]. In addition to identifying the language variety of a tweet as
MSA or DA, AIDA can provide a numerical value between [0,1] reflecting
the degree of dialectness for the corresponding tweet, which we also exploit
as a feature.
MSA-or-DA feature can be particularly useful for investigations on Arabic
tweets to assess the impact of DA presence on the overall performance of
SA. The use of this feature is also motivated by the fact that MSA is often
referred to as “the language of the mind” while the DAs as “the language
of the heart”.7

5 Experimental Setup

In this section, we present the experimental setup we utilised in our empirical
investigations.

Machine Learning Scheme: In this work, we use Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
[21] as a machine learning scheme that is found to be particularly successful for
text classification problems, including SA [7,27,33,34]. Since there are several
implementations available for SVM, we follow guidelines by Hsu et al. [19] who
show that LIBLINEAR is more efficient in tackling document/text classification
problems – wherein both the number of instances and features are large – than
LIBSVM, in terms of the time required to obtain a model with a comparable
accuracy and memory consumption. Therefore, we use LIBLINEAR for all exper-
iments reported in this work.8

Classification Levels: We experiment with two-level binary classification problem
formulation (Fig. 1). The choice is based on the results of our preliminary exper-
iments that showed steady better performance for two-level binary classification
over single-level three-way classification.

Baselines: We compare our results against several baselines, including a majority
baseline (B-Mjr) and a stem n-gram baseline (B-stem).

7 For instance, we find that Dialectal tweets represent 34.12% of the negative tweets,
37.39% of the positive tweets, and only 13.52% of neutral tweets in the GS data-sets,
suggesting subjective instances to be more dialectal as compared to neutral ones.
In addition, Cotterell and Callison-Burch [10] reported 40% of their Arabic Twitter
data-set comprising >40k tweets were manually annotated as highly dialectal.

8 https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/liblinear/.

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/
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Fig. 1. Levels of sentiment classification.

Evaluation Metrics: The results are reported using two popular metrics:
weighted F-score and accuracy.

Evaluations Methods: We use two methods for evaluating the performance of the
trained models, namely cross-validation (CV) and independent test-set. CV relies
on a fixed number of data proportions, i.e. folds. We also use our independent
test-set account for the time-changing nature of the Twitter stream, following
SemEval [25,33,34], that has not previously been considered for Arabic.

Statistical Tests: We employed two popular metrics, i.e. t-test and Chi-squared
(χ2) to provide evidence that variation among different classifiers is not caused
by chance.

6 Experimental Results

This section displays the results of our empirical investigations.

6.1 Impact of Feature-Sets

First, we investigated the utility of a wide set of features (see Table 7) that has not
previously been employed for SA on Arabic tweets. To assess the usefulness of the
features, we conducted experiments on the only data-set available at that time.
For that, we use the M&D data-set developed by Mourad and Darwish [23] (see
class distribution in Fig. 2). The authors used SVM and experimented with CV
setting. Table 8 displays the results of utilising our feature-sets on M&D data-set
following similar experimental settings.

Subjectivity Classification (Polar vs. Neutral): The best performance is achieved
with the morphological features at 66.25% accuracy. This is a 2.65% accuracy
improvement compared to the top score originally reported by Mourad and
Darwish [23] at 63.6% on this data-set. The addition of the morphological fea-
tures has significantly improved performance over the stem n-grams baseline.
Our morphological feature-set includes POS with 35 tags, as opposed to only
five POS tags used by Mourad and Darwish [23]. We therefore concluded that
a rich set of morphological features (e.g. gender, voice, aspect, among others)
with an extended POS set is beneficial for Arabic SA.
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Fig. 2. Class distribution in M&D data-set.

Sentiment Classification (Positive vs. Negative): The average accuracy score is
at 81.32%, which is 9.42% improvement as compared to 71.9% accuracy reported
by Mourad and Darwish [23] on this task. The best performance is attained by
the semantic features at 82.70% accuracy. For extracting the semantic features,
Mourad and Darwish [23] used ArabSenti and a translated version of MPQA,
which is similar to our work. However, they did not report on manually cor-
recting/filtering the auto-translated entries of the MPQA in order to maintain
its quality. We used a translated and manually filtered version of MPQA that

Table 8. Binary classification on M&D data-set: polar vs. neutral; positive vs. negative.

M&D data-set

Polar vs. neutral Positive vs. negative

F Acc. SD F Acc. SD

Majority baseline (B-mjr) 0.519 65.57 0.17 0.526 66.07 0.4

Stem n-gramsa 0.620 65.13 2.81 0.818 82.05 2.64

Stem n-grams + Morpha 0.643 66.25* 2.54 0.811 81.18 3.99

Stem n-grams + Semantica 0.620 65.17 2.85 0.827 82.70* 3.56

Stem n-grams + Affec-cues 0.624 65.27 2.87 0.816 81.85 2.93

Stem n-grams + Lang-stylea 0.623 63.12* 3.51 0.776 77.61* 4.01

Stem n-grams + Twt-specifica 0.622 65.28 2.78 0.822 82.38 2.92

Comb. of all feat 0.65 66.14* 2.76 0.808 80.78 3.74

Average 0.628 65.19 2.88 0.812 81.32 3.54

Underline denotes a statistically-significant difference vs. majority baseline
(p< 0.05).
*Denotes a statistically-significant difference vs. stem n-grams baseline
(p< 0.05).
aDenotes that the feature-set or a subset of it has been used by Mourad and
Darwish [23].
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comprises 2.6k entries out of 8k in the original English MPQA. In addition, they
automatically expanded the sentiment lexicon, which is likely to introduce more
noise than benefit [36]. In our work, we utilised a new dialectal sentiment lexicon
to adapt to the use of DAs in social media.

Use of M&D Data-Set in Other Studies: A recent study by Salameh et al. [35] on
M&D data-set (positive vs. negative) with CV and an SVM classifier reported
their best score at 74.62%. This still does not compete with our results on this
data-set, with an average accuracy score of 81.32%. The performance varia-
tion can be attributed to the different feature-sets used. Salameh et al. [35]
employed word-lemma n-grams and semantic features (leveraging manually and
auto-generated sentiment lexica), while our system employs word-stem n-grams
along with a wide set of semantic (manually created lexica) and a rich set of
morphological features, among others.

In sum, our new, extended feature-sets have shown to outperform previous
work on M&D data-set for both tasks: subjectivity (polar vs. neutral) and sen-
timent (positive vs. negative) classification.

6.2 Impact of Evaluation Method: CV vs. Independent Test-Set

To assess the impact of the time-changing nature of streaming data (e.g. Twitter
stream) on the evaluation method employed, this section outlines experiments
that compare the performance of classifiers when evaluated (1) using the stan-
dard CV and (2) using our independent test-set that was collected at different
points in time than that of the training data (see Table 6). For that, we use a
subset of 2.2k tweets of our manually annotated gold-standard (GS) data-set
(see Table 5). Results of this set of experiments are displayed in Table 9.

For subjectivity classification (polar vs. neutral), we can observe a significant
performance drop of 31.23% accuracy on average between CV and the results
on independent test-set. This indicates that, despite the promising results with
CV at an average accuracy of 95.49%, the classifiers do not generalise well to
unseen topics.

For sentiment classification (positive vs. negative), again, testing on the inde-
pendent test-set has resulted in an average performance drop of 17.03% in accu-
racy across all feature-sets compared to CV.

Conclusion: Unlike previous work, we re-evaluate our trained models on an inde-
pendent, larger and more diverse test-set. We show that, despite very promising
CV results, our models do not generalise well to data-sets collected at a later
point in time, causing performance drops. The performance drop is likely to
be caused by time-dependent topic-shifts issues in the Twitter stream and the
prominent role of word n-gram features in our models [26,36].
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Table 9. Binary classification on subset of 2.2k tweets of GS data.

10 fold CV Ind. test-set

F Acc. SD F Acc.

Polar vs. neutral

Majority baseline (B-mjr) 0.578 70.08 0.1 0.471 61.70

Stem n-grams 0.905 91.01 2.24 0.557 65.26

Comb. of all feat 0.998 99.93* 0.23 0.594 63.14*

Average 0.952 95.49 1.86 0.577 64.26

Positive vs. negative

Majority baseline (B-mjr) 0.335 50.16 0.25 0.531 66.51

Stem n-grams 0.736 74.1 3.71 0.586 58.59

Comb. of all feat 0.908 90.77* 2.41 0.702 69.68*

Average 0.80 80.24 3.29 0.635 63.21

Underline denotes a statistically-significant difference vs. majority
baseline (p< 0.05).
*Denotes a statistically-significant difference vs. stem n-grams baseline
(p< 0.05).

Since Twitter experiences topic-shifts over time, the vocabulary, especially
the content words, are likely to change as well [13]. Investigating this hypothesis,
we find that the word frequency distribution differs amongst the training/test
data-sets: the overall overlap of unique tokens is only 12.21%. Next, we will
address this issue by using a larger gold-standard training data-set and by using
semi-supervised approaches to automatically obtain larger training data.

6.3 Impact of Size of Training Data

To assess the impact of increasing the size of the training data in reducing the
performance gap encountered when using the independent test-set for evaluating
our classifiers, we experimented with different sizes of the GS data. Table 10
shows the results of three sets of experiments, each with different training data
size. Results show that the average performance gap has been reduced from
24.13% with 2.3k instances to 7.63% with 6.8k instances, reaching only 4.9%
with 9k instances.9 This indicates a utility for expanding the training set on
the classifiers’ ability to attain better scores. Next, we examine the possibilities
of further expanding training by exploiting existing clues (e.g. emoticons) to
automatically obtain sentiment labels.

9 The performance gap here is the average across subjectivity and sentiment classifi-
cation.
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Table 10. Summary of GS results on various sizes of training data.

Data-set (size) Average acc. Performance gap (CV - ind. test-set)

GS (2.3k) 63.74 24.13

GS (6.8k) 72.96 07.63

GS (9k) 74.10 04.93

6.4 Impact of Annotation Method: Manually vs. Automatically

To assess the utility of employing automatic means for obtaining larger anno-
tated data as opposed to standard manually-based ones, we follow previous work
by Go et al. [16] in using distant supervision (DS) approaches. DS approaches
have been successfully used for SA in English (e.g. [8,16]. However, we are not
aware of existing studies with investigation of DS for SA in Arabic.10 As such,
we collected and automatically labelled emoticon-based and hashtag-based DS
data-sets (see Table 5). Table 11 shows that the best average accuracy perfor-
mance is attained when combining emoticon- and hashtag-based data-sets (with
1.2M instances) at 62.22%. However, it is interesting to note that this score is
still below the average accuracy score attained by the manually-annotated GS
data-set (9k instances) at 75.91% (Fig. 3).

Table 11. Binary classification positive vs. negative on the emoticon and hashtag-
based data-sets.

Positive vs. negative

Emo Hash Emo+Hash

F Acc. F Acc. F Acc.

Majority baseline (B-mjr) 0.531 66.51 0.531 66.51 0.531 66.51

Stem n-grams 0.537 52.77 0.674 69.22 0.621 62.81

Comb. of all feat 0.531 64.41* 0.258 36.97* 0.565 62.53

Average 0.544 56.23 0.531 56.53 0.60 62.22

Underline denotes a statistically-significant difference vs. majority baseline
(p< 0.05).
*Denotes a statistically-significant difference vs. stem n-grams baseline
(p< 0.05).

As for the stem n-grams baseline, it can be seen that hashtag-based data-
set (Hash) outperforms the emoticon-based data-set (Emo). This is interesting,
considering that Emo is about 8.6 times larger than Hash. To clarify this, we
10 Since the vast majority of previous work has used DS only with binary sentiment

classification positive vs. negative (e.g. [8,16]) and due to the controversy in the
existing means for automatic collection of neutral instances [23], we report the results
in this section for the binary sentiment classification.
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Fig. 3. Learning curve on a 1M Arabic emoticon-based data-set.

conducted an error analysis on a random sample of Emo data-set, in which
we manually annotated a set of 303 tweets. We found that only in 34.32% of
cases does the manual label match the automatically assigned label, i.e. using
emoticons. Whereas, in 36.63% of the cases manual labels and automatically
assigned labels do not match. This raises questions about the quality of auto-
matically assigned labels using emoticons. A closer look at the sample reveals
cases wherein emoticon-based labels do not match the emotion conveyed in the
accompanying text, either due to sarcasm, as in example 1, or because of mis-
takenly interchanged parenthesis as a result of the right-to-left typing nature of
Arabic, as presumably is the case in example 2.

7 SAAT: A System for Sentiment Analysis in Arabic
Tweets

In this section we present SAAT, a java-based system we developed to automat-
ically classify sentiments conveyed in Arabic tweets, utilising our best trained
classifiers. The system will receive a query from systems users about entities,
e.g. ‘Trump’. The query will then be sent to retrieve tweets containing the query
text from the Twitter live stream. The retrieved tweets will pass through the
pre-processing steps described earlier. Next, the trained subjectivity classifier
will decide if the tweet is neutral or subjective. Finally, subjective tweets will be
classified by the sentiment model as positive or negative (see Table 12).11

11 Codes are available at: goo.gl/qNLIZ2.

http://goo.gl/qNLIZ2
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Table 12. Examples of tweets about ‘Trump’ auto-labelled via SAAT.

8 Conclusion

In sum, DS-based approach using emoticons for SA in Arabic seem to be less
useful as compared to English. The results indicate a tendency of a hashtag-
based DS approach to be less noisy, attaining an accuracy score close to that
achieved by manually annotated gold-standard (GS) data. As such, hashtag-
based DS approach has the potential to obtain sentiment labels automatically
and at the same time maintain quality levels close to GS, with the difference in
performance as a trade off for the laborious effort required to obtain GS labels.
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